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Types of games

Rhythm Game,Music Game

Save the world with color and music! Rhythm Game!

There was a world where URO alone lives.
However, the color and sound disappeared from the world from one day.
When wearing a glowing ornament, URO is wrapped in color and music

I notice that music and colors are gone from the world.
To regain music and color to the world again,

I started running running my music.

SF ticky world view and beautiful 3D graphics,
And please enjoy various kinds of various sounds that you listen carefully.

You can enjoy from beginner to core user in 3 game modes
The game balance is finished.

Even beginners of music games can easily play fun!

· Operation, DFJK and Space key!

· Retry can be done quickly.

· Break if you get tired! Each stage, auto save function equipped!

There are also game modes that reduced the buttons for beginners!

【This Game in Music】

Types of games

Rhythm Game,Music Game

Save the world with color and music! Rhythm Game!

There was a world where URO alone lives.
However, the color and sound disappeared from the world from one day.
When wearing a glowing ornament, URO is wrapped in color and music

I notice that music and colors are gone from the world.
To regain music and color to the world again,

I started running running my music.

SF ticky world view and beautiful 3D graphics,
And please enjoy various kinds of various sounds that you listen carefully.

You can enjoy from beginner to core user in 3 game modes
The game balance is finished.

Even beginners of music games can easily play fun!

· Operation, DFJK and Space key!

· Retry can be done quickly.

· Break if you get tired! Each stage, auto save function equipped!

There are also game modes that reduced the buttons for beginners!

【This Game in Music】
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Armor Penetration

Artificial night
Athena

Buried_in_Water
CLIGHTEAR UK-Edition

Deeper Beeper
Programmed City

Caladbolg
Eternal Smiles

Fickle Rule
GLIM CORE

Grayscale Message
I'll be there
Tabula Rasa

限界-OVERRIDE
Last Hope

Midnightblue Milkdromeda
OVER

Pass-Tone
Planet Future
pYING dAIN

SABI
Samurai Citrus

Lobot
Shooting Zone

Sonic Speed in the sky
Squid candy

starlight
strangeΔstrange

TONE HER
TRIDENT

ULTRA☆もっと☆カワイクね♪
URObeat

雨のち光り はじまる世界
遠い異国の血
宙／跳／夢

電子の騒めき
虹彩認証

未来の向こう側へ

【Artist】

シトロンチューン
（@kanegon_star_bg）

5ECH0M
（@5ECH0M）

E0ri4
（@E0ri4_811）

yx
（@yx28dtm）
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青木晋太郎
（@ShintaroAoki）

ザイオン
（@zionmuzyk_zion ）

Crystal Form
（@kkkaariinnn）

d_■:composer
（@daisuke_onesan）

犬神 弘樹
（@inugamihiroki）

Caffeine
（@RecordsCaffeine）

あるでひど
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Kry.exe
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adaptor
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Shagma/しゃぐま
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ソリッド
（@40XIohRPwUVUSTl）

G-REN
（@G_REN_58）

EC:0
（@Error_Code_0）

MYUKKE.
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NASVINE
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287
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カードル
（@cardol_tcg）

ろいす
（@lois________ ）

たし
（@tashi14190）
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Title: URO
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AECRNIA
Publisher:
AnelaGamesStudio
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsVista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i5-3230M or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 720M or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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URO is a great little rhythm game, as long as you keep it on easy. If you go further than that it becomes convulated and hard to
play. Now this game has performance issues that clear up if you run it at the lowest resolution in full screen. Doesn't really
effect gameplay and I barely noticed it's smudginess and actually felt like it added charm. It starts of really simple but by the
end on Easy I was failing some challenges. I would recommend if you're looking for something more casual while supporting a
publisher that seems to be bringing some really niche interesting titles to the west.

Gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/mkMlg9u3TNE
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